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Review of the COVID-19 Crime Syndicate  
 

The COVID-19 “vaccine” was not created in response to the SARS-CoV-2 virus,  
but the exact opposite 

 
 
INTRODUCTION Part 1 
 
In my letters to Attorney Michael van der Veen, counsel to ex-President Donald Trump,  
I asserted thee key operative of the COVID-19 Crime Syndicate : 
 

“The so-called  ‘COVID-19 vaccine’  is not in response to the SARS-CoV-2 virus; but the 
exact opposite!   Attempts to patent mRNA contraptions, and market such as a ‘vaccine’ 
for SARS-CoV-1 had failed.  SARS-CoV-2 was intentionally released to overcome (“blow 
up!”) traditional systemic approaches to vaccine formulation, development, and safety 
confirmation protocols.  A conspiracy theory?  Hardly.  Defendants and associated 
witnesses have already boasted of this reality, in public! ”  * 

 

* THE “BLOW UP” QUOTE IS DISCUSSED ON PAGE 5; THE “BOASTING” IS PRESENTED ON PAGE 17 BELOW. 
 
Three years later, during a recess of the 8 January 2024 hearing with Cornell University graduate 
Dr. Anthony Fauci, Congresswoman Marjorie Greene responded to his sworn testimony as follows: 
 

“We’re having him (Dr. Fauci) come in before our full 
committee later this year.   
 
I think what has taken-me-back is the fact that Dr. Fauci 
fully believed in creating or enhancing viruses using the 
Gain of Function (GoF) research or that capability in order 
to create vaccines. 
 
And this is a shocking thing to think about; the average 
person or most doctors practicing, you know, every day in 
their doctor’s offices, are blown away with the fact that he 
would create or enhance a virus in order to create a 
vaccine to fight it, because the risk is so high. 
 
And what is shocking to me is that back in 2012 he actually 
wrote a paper about it, and wrote about a scenario that a 
pandemic could get released upon the world, and he spelled 
that out in his article.  And in the article he says that it is worth 
the risk.  But it’s not worth the risk, because millions of 
people died.  Millions of people lost loved ones.   
 
And actually this is more of an evil version of science, it is like a Dr. Frankenstein of science, that 
American taxpayers would never want their tax dollars used for.  The clarity that I heard him talk 
about, that we were asking him about this specific article is that he knew the risks. And that is 
clear. Not only did he write about it in 2012, but we were talking about it in there. 
 
And I think I can speak for many Americans, when I can say ‘absolutely’ that 
he belongs in jail for that.” 

https://rumble.com/v45y820-the-covid-vaccine-was-not-created-for-the-virus-but-the-exact-opposite.html
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The COVID-19 “vaccine” was not created in response to the SARS-CoV-2 virus,  
but the exact opposite 

 
 
INTRODUCTION Part 2 
 
On 24 January 2024,  Mr. Hans Mahncke of  The Epoch Times  issued a report : 
 

“New FOIA Documents Reveal That 2018 Wuhan Lab Blueprint 
for Making Virus Perfectly Matches Covid” 

 

 
 
“Every single time that new documents have been unveiled in this four-year COVID 
origins saga they always point in the direction of a lab origin.  We have never seen any 
documents released, or new information come forward, that has pointed in the opposite 
direction.  Never!  If this were a court of law, the jury would come back in two 
milliseconds with a guilty verdict; it is just that damning! 
 

What makes this new document release so powerful, is that the documents show, 
in great detail, how the Wuhan Lab and Peter Daszak’s EcoHealth Alliance; the 
group through which Fauci funded the Wuhan lab, had a blueprint for making 
COVID in a lab, and that-that blueprint perfectly matches COVID.” 

 
 

The COVID-19 “vaccine” was not created in response to the virus.  The SARS-CoV-2 virus was 
created and deployed to assist with the sales of an all-new modRNA gene altering technology, 
that was to be marketed and promoted as a “vaccine.”   I first asserted that reality in May 2020 
after viewing an interview of Dr. Anthony Fauci by Politico (SEE PAGE 7 BELOW).  But four months 
later, on 6 October 2020, on the campus of our alma mater, Dr. Fauci confirmed my 
assertion in stunning fashion (SEE PAGES 14 / 15 BELOW).   

https://rumble.com/v49csgh-anthony-fauci-cornell-university-medical-degree-revocation-demand.html
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The COVID-19 “vaccine” was not created in response to the SARS-CoV-2 virus,  
but the exact opposite 

 
 
PREAMBLE 
 

A. The COVID-19 “vaccine” was not created in response to the SARS-CoV-2 virus, but the 
exact opposite.  Anticipated from knowledge of him, I first confidently asserted that reality 
in May 2020 after the interview Dr. Anthony Fauci offered Politico  (SEE PAGES 7 / 8 BELOW). 
 

B. Contrary to the claims of President Donald Trump and his Operation Warp Speed, the 
COVID-19 “vaccine” was not created as a result of unprecedented research & development.  
The modRNA technology had been in-possession of BigPharma and Pfizer in-particular for 
decades.  This fact was confirmed, and even lauded by internal vested interests of the Ivy 
League, most notably Cornell University  (See Page 17 below). 
 

C. The technology of the COVID-19 “vaccine” was not created by of Operation Warp Speed, 
but was the result of billions-of-dollars of already-expended research funds, spent over 
a period of decades on a risky unproven genetics-based approach to disease treatment :  
 
i. This approach was referred to as modRNA, or saRNA gene therapy.  In theory this 

self-amplifying approach involves the commandeering of genetic machinery  inside 
human cells; instructing (i.e. tricking) the cell into the mass manufacture of specific 
anti-bodies which are designed to combat a very specific virus. 
 

ii. To be effective against disease caused by the virus in-question, the exact genetic 
sequence of the virus must be known  in-advance.   Then the exact anti-body 
manufacturing instructions (i.e. modRNA) be coded into the so-called “vaccine,” 
which in-turn commandeers the cell machinery; its internal RNA process. 
 

iii. Unlike traditional  “standard art”  approaches to vaccine therapy (which did not 
subvert internal cell machinery), modRNA does not have an  “Off”  switch.  The 
traditional vaccine alerts the body with the possibility of a future viral infection by 
introducing that virus (in controlled quantities) into the bloodstream, which notifies the 
white blood cells to be on-alert for that viral (or bacteriological) infection. This prior 
notice/alert provides for reduced natural immune response time; in some cases 
alleviating/eliminating the emergence of symptoms altogether.  But most importantly, 
with the “standard art” vaccine the immune response is coordinated / throttled by the 
existence and then the therapeutic elimination of infection.  When elimination is 
established the immune response turns  “Off.” 

 
iv. The experimental modRNA approach (fraudulently promoted as a “vaccine”) has no 
 “Off” switch.   Despite a so-called “fully vaccinated” status, the patient will continue 
 to  “Test Positive for COVID-19”   (SEE ‘COLLEGE FIX’ ARTICLE, PAGE 7 OF EXHIBIT 3). 

 
D. Think of item C-iv as follows:  The modRNA COVID-19 needle is a permanent internal 

marketing rep . . . its sales pitch remains  “On” . . .  for an as-yet unknown duration. 
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The COVID-19 “vaccine” was not created in response to the SARS-CoV-2 virus,  
but the exact opposite 

 
PREAMBLE     con’t 
 

E. Operation Warp Speed was the farcical term used by the Trump Administration to hype the 
so-called  “COVID-19 vaccine.”  The “COVID-19 vaccine” technology already existed; the 
focus of billions-of-dollars and decades of BigPharma modRNA research.  An experimental 
technology that had never been used on humans, the electorate was never informed of the 
latter by President Trump.  The taxpayers were also never informed of prior rejection by 
the US Patent office . . . all the way back in 2003 . . . to a  patent  application  for that 
very same experimental modRNA  technology  . . . by Dr. Anthony Fauci : 
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The COVID-19 “vaccine” was not created in response to the SARS-CoV-2 virus,  
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PREAMBLE     Con’t 
 
F. With defeat of their presumptive presidential candidate (pro-BigPharma Hillary Clinton),  
the COVID Crime Syndicate “pandemic” of 2017 was now in political and logistical shambles.   
The errand boy Dr. Fauci went into panic mode; a reaction that would plague and barbarize  
Mr. Donald Trump and his upcoming presidency; up to and including the fraudulent 2020 election. 
 
A mere ten days prior to inauguration of his new boss, Mr. Donald Trump, Dr. Fauci confirmed the 
panic mode (20 January 2017).  His recent failures to acquire employment at his alma mater 
(Cornell University), Dr. Fauci has once-again landed at Georgetown University (GU).  During a 
prior visit to GU (10 January 2017) he announced delay and transfer of the original “pandemic” :  
 

 
 
G. As 2019 came to a close, the COVID Crime Syndicate arrived at a ‘now or never’ mode. 
Their logistical problem was the “tried and true system” of vaccine development, which was 
originally intact under President Trump.   Under a President Clinton that approach to vaccine 
development and safety confirmation was to be eliminated.  That tedious system was a logistical 
barrier to the exact opposite plans of the COVID Crime Syndicate.  On 29 October 2019 they 
announced their plan to “blow the system up.”   The Milken Institute is a short walk from Pfizer 
headquarters in New York City.   With endorsement from Dr. Fauci, Mr. Michael Spector ranted : 

 
“Why don’t we blow the system 
up?!  I mean obviously we can’t just 
turn off the spigot on the system we 
have, and then say, ‘Heh, everyone 
in the world should get this new 
vaccine that we haven’t given to 
anyone yet!’  But there must be 
some way that; we grow vaccines 
mostly in eggs, the way we did in 
1947 . . .” 
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The COVID-19 “vaccine” was not created in response to the SARS-CoV-2 virus,  
but the exact opposite 

 
 
PREAMBLE     Conclusion 
 
Mr. Spector was a stage hand for the COVID-19 Crime Syndicate. That status is partly explained 
by the rejection of the patent application, submitted in 2003 by Dr. Fauci. The modRNA technology 
was known not to be a vaccine.  The US Patent Office was compelled to educate Dr. Fauci on 
the standard art definition   (PLEASE RE-READ US PATENT OFFICE REJECTION PAGE 4 ABOVE). 
 
H. The  “blow the system up”  theatrics required another actor.  The script of Dr. Rick Bright 
(Health and Human Services) included his announcement  that a virus was in-truth already 
engineered and ready for deployment  ( which would be marketed as a Wuhan Lab leak ! ) : 
 

 
 
“There might be a need, or even an urgent call for an entity of excitement 
out there, that’s completely disruptive, that’s not beholden to bureaucratic 
strings and processes . . . But it is not too crazy to think that an outbreak 
of a novel avian virus could occur in China somewhere . . .” 

 
 

Given his previous frauds (HIV = AIDS = AZT fiasco) I anticipated that Dr. Fauci would be central 
to an exact opposite scheme, later marketed as COVID-19.  I first asserted that exact opposite 
reality in May 2020 . . . justified after several multi-faceted, evidential interviews.  The first was his 
anti-alternative treatments, but modRNA vaccine promo interview with Politico on 27 May 2020. 
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Pre-Planned Election Interference 2020 :   Brutal Coercions of the  
       COVID-19 Crime Syndicate  –  PART ONE 
 
There were at-least three tyrannical sociological coercive deployments inflicted upon the 
innocent trusting public by the COVID-19 Crime Syndicate; we will briefly review each next. 
 
(1) The mere suggestion of alternative treatments  (versus the COVID-19 “vaccine”),  such 
as hydroxychloroquine, Ivermectin, zinc and vitamin supplements, exercise, sunshine, etc., was 
viciously assaulted.  Personal assaults ranged from reputation-destroying slanders, to revocation 
of medical licenses, to employment discharges. 
 
As anticipated, Dr. Fauci was a co-conspirator in the campaign to discredit treatment of COVID-19 
(post SARS-CoV-2 infection/symptoms), especially preemptive or early administration.  Dr. Fauci’s 
anti-hydroxychloroquine scheme began with endorsement of a study that was so fraudulent 
that even the tramps of The Lancet were forced to retract it ! 
 
Anticipating retraction, mere days after publication Dr. Anthony “I represent science” Fauci  
was hurriedly compelled to be spokesperson for the Surgisphere “study.”  His opening to the  
27 May 2020 Politico interview was not a misstatement . . . it was a bold-faced lie : 
 

 
 

“I’m not so sure it (hydroxychloroquine), should be banned, but clearly the scientific data is 
really quite evident now about the lack of efficacy for it, and even the possibility that there 
could be, not could be but there is, you know, likelihood that under certain circumstances, 
might be rare but you’d see it, adverse events particularly with regard to cardiovascular and 
the arrhythmias that might be associated with it (hydroxychloroquine), I mean there was 
suspicion of that for a while, but as data comes in it becomes more clear.  So I’m not so 
sure that you’d want to ban it, but certainly the data are clear right now.” 
 

That May 2020 statement by Dr. Fauci was not merely a mistake . . . it was a bold-faced lie. 

https://rumble.com/v2laboy-the-fauci-crime-chronicles-the-surgisphere-hydroxychloroquine-fraud.html
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Pre-Planned Election Interference 2020 :   Brutal Coercions of the  
       COVID-19 Crime Syndicate  –  PART ONE 
 
But then, without prompting, compelled by subservience to the exact opposite reality and to  
the COVID-19 Crime Syndicate, fulfilling that role upon publication of the Surgisphere “study,”   
Dr. Fauci then declared during his 27 May 2020 interview . . . again,  without  prompting : 
 

“ When we first developed a vaccine, I said it would be about a year to a 
year-an-a-half, and that was in January.  So a year from January is 
December. I still think that we have a good chance, if all the things fall in 
the right place, that we might have a vaccine that would be deployable by 
the end of the year, by November or December.” 

 
 
For emphasis, Dr. Fauci is referring to January 2020.  In my letter to him of 21 July 2020, with an 
abundance of sarcasm,  I posed the following question : 
 

“January?!  Given how little was known about SARS-CoV-2, due to censorship 
(by the Wuhan Laboratory and those associated with it), it is astounding that 
you were already “develop(ing) a vaccine.”  In this context please review the 
screenshot on Page 1 above, and Question 1 above.” 

 
 
A screenshot from my letter of 21 July 2020 to Dr. Fauci which had posed Question 1 : 
 

 
 
The now globally confirmed  answer to Question 1 is  “Yes!”  In addition to Dr. Fauci,  my 
Question 1 also ensnares the Vaccine King, thee operative of the COVID-19 Crime Syndicate :  
Mr. Albert Bourla and Pfizer, Inc. (PLEASE SEE PAGE 16, AND EXHIBIT 2) 

https://www.pvsheridan.com/sheridan2fauci-1-21july2020-spods.pdf
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Pre-Planned Election Interference 2020 :   Brutal Coercions of the  
       COVID-19 Crime Syndicate  –  PART TWO 
 
(2) With threats of reputation-destroying slanders, revocation of medical licenses, and 
employment discharges levied against those suggesting or practicing alternative treatments;  
the COVID-19 Crime Syndicate deployed their “pandemic response.”  The most grotesque (and 
deadliest) was nursing home isolation of our elderly, including the forced co-habitation with those 
“positive for the coronavirus.”  Their “pandemic response” involved social distancing, lockdowns of 
persons and institutions   But the most repulsive was the official  pre-approval of violence to 
be exacted upon those who refused to wear face masks; which were known  to be utterly  
ineffective and known to be harmful, especially for children !!   
 
We sample two face mask mandate grotesqueries . . . both involving educational institutions. 
 
 
 

Ms. Alicia Kitts was assaulted, tased, handcuffed and imprisoned for not wearing a 
face mask while trying to enjoy her son at a high school football game : 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 
Ohio fellow-goon and criminal lowlife;  the modRNA “vaccine” promoting / 
mandating Governor Mike DeWine later endorsed and praised the assault of 
Ms. Kitts in a video of 24 September 2020. 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=84r52inf5NE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hkDWTRhOcmQ
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Pre-Planned Election Interference 2020 :   Brutal Coercions of the  
       COVID-19 Crime Syndicate  –  PART TWO 
 
Face masks were enforced by Cornell administrator Ms. Martha Pollack.  It was part of a marketing 
scheme that she parroted as the “New Normal.”  Cornell students who failed to submit to her 
vaccine marketing schemes were threatened with expulsion.  Students who failed to submit to any 
aspect of her “pandemic response” faced the loss of prior collegiate effort and thousands in tuition.  
Pollack, in her never-ending confirmations of abject immorality, went-so-far as to withhold student 
meal and activity fees upon the lockdown of our campus mid-semester!   As a result of her greed, 
Cornell was sued, lost big (through settlement), and was forced to reimburse student fees which 
she had greedily confiscated.  Utterly pathetic!               (Faber, et al. versus Cornell University) 
 
Ms. Martha Pollack presided over the following unprecedented embarrassment : A Cornell student 
who did not comply precisely her face mask mandate was openly slandered and libeled with the 
bigotry of having a “hooked nose.”  The student who was later with course failure !   
 

 
 
Was Professor Bruce Monger discharged for such an open, obviously anti-semitic rage?  Was he 
disciplined in any way?  Of course not.  Why not?! 
 

Context is everything. If the “hook shaped nose” libel spewed by Dr. Monger involved events in 
Palestine, he would have been fired; and possibly arrested and charged with a “hate crime.” 
 

But the context of the incident just described was not the education of students.  The overruling 
context was the COVID-19 Crime Syndicate, and its priority of  “New Normal”  marketing;  
a coordinated scheme that was deployed to feign justification of Cornell vaccine mandates. 
 
But the lunacy described next exemplifies how far Ms. Martha Pollack was willing to stoop 
in her participations with the COVID-19 Crime Syndicate . . . the descriptor lunacy is lenient.  

https://cornellsun.com/2023/09/28/cornell-reaches-3-million-settlement-over-online-classes-during-pandemic/
https://www.thecornellreview.org/cornell-professor-threatens-to-fail-students-for-not-wearing-a-mask-issues-an-apology/
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Pre-Planned Election Interference 2020 :   Brutal Coercions of the  
       COVID-19 Crime Syndicate  –  PART THREE 
 
Lunatic  compliance?!   Cornell administrator Ms. Martha Pollack demanded that campus visitors 
comply with “guidance” that she endorsed from the globalist organizations such as the CDC and 
the World Health Organization. The wearing of face masks was central to the “guidance” from 
those New World Order sewers  . . . no matter how demonstrably insane! 
 
In 2021, during a gala event in Barton Hall, all members of a marching band were required to wear  
face masks, regardless of instrument.  But that is where the Pollack lunacy merely begins . . . 
 
Regardless of the shape of their noses, all band members were forced to wear face masks.  
Even those members that played  wind instruments were forced to wear face masks . . . but  
with cut-outs  . . . which therefore . . . accommodated . . . what?    The forceful blowing of 
the SARS-CoV-2 virus into the faces of the audience (?!) : 
 

 
 
For those who are familiar with the various agendas of Ms. Martha Pollack and her implicit 
participations in the COVID-19 Crime Syndicate; the above insanity, the above buffoonery 
is completely predictable. 
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Pre-Planned Election Interference 2020 :   Brutal Coercions of the  
       COVID-19 Crime Syndicate  –  PART FOUR 
 
As I have indicated many times, the COVID-19 Crime Syndicate was/is comprised of the Big Five : 
 

 Big Religion, 
 Big Government, 
 Big Corporate, 
 Big Media,  
 and the most insidious, Big Academia. 
 

All were openly dedicated to deployment of a vicious three-fold assault against the trusting public. 
The Big Five issued (1) threats against those that offered alternative treatments, and (2) exacted 
violence  upon any resisting their “pandemic response” especially the grotesquery of face masks.   
 
But their key priority; their definitional ploy of the exact opposite was (3): 
 
(3)  The Big Five lie that the SARS-CoV-2 virus was the result of 
 “zoonotic transfer from wild animals, most likely bats.” 

 
Anyone that questioned the zoonotic transfer lie . . . which was vigorously dictated by the WHO, 
NIH, NIAID and CDC beginning in early 2020 . . . was viciously ridiculed; their careers destroyed, 
or their lives threatened. Initially the Big Five threats were effective. But their zoonotic narratives 
have now collapsed in full view, and much-deserved consequences will soon arrive : 
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Pre-Planned Election Interference 2020 :   Brutal Coercions of the  
       COVID-19 Crime Syndicate  –  Conclusion 
 
Cornell medical school graduate Dr. Anthony Fauci was originally, directly, and 
continuously involved in the exact opposite lie; the key fraud that the SARS-CoV-2 
virus was the result of  “zoonotic transfer from wild animals, most likely bats.” 
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Stunning  “Admission”  of  October 6 2020  by  Cornell Graduate  Dr. Anthony Fauci 
 
In my first letter to Cornell Board Chairman Mr. Kraig Kayser (27 November 2023), I detailed my 
original interpretation of a stunning admission by Dr. Fauci regarding his  “perfect nightmare,”  
his participations in, what the media is now reporting : “Wuhan Lab Blueprint for Making Virus 
Perfectly Matches Covid.”   I explained the true portent of his response on 6 October 2020 : 
 

 

“What keeps you up at night?” 
 

 
 
 

“Ya know, what used to keep me up at night, is what I am doing now! 
 

Ya know it’s an interesting question Kate.  I get asked years ago. Multiple times.  
‘What is your worst nightmare?’ ‘What keeps you up at night?’  Well, I always say, 
that would be a brand new disease, that jumps species, from an animal to a 
human reservoir, that’s respiratory spread, that has two conflating characteristics.  
One, it’s spectacularly efficient in its spread from human to human.  And two, it 
has the capability of a high degree of morbidity and mortality, either in the general 
population or among a subset of group.  And sure enough, here we are, in 2020, 
and we have my perfect nightmare.  Namely, a pandemic that’s already killed a 
million people worldwide, and is still raging throughout the world. 
 

So, what keeps me up at night is acting out the things that kept me up at night, 
theoretically, is now keeping me up at night practically.” 

 
For those uninitiated with Mr. Fauci, his October 2020 quote is an admission that his 
“perfect nightmare”  was precisely  what the COVID-19 Crime Syndicate had  already 
bioengineered under a laundered contract to the Wuhan Institute of Virology in China. 
Called  ‘Gain of Function’  research (GoF),  there was nothing “theoretical” about it.  
This admission by Fauci, his direct connection to the “exact opposite” / GoF conspiracy, 
also leads to treason by the Central Intelligence Agency (Enclosure 3, Page 13 below). 

https://live.alumni.cornell.edu/homecoming?_ga=2.73353811.1928202565.1700172674-1970458714.1694275037&v=5f7ca7e4bc6c5900a561225c
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Stunning  “Admission”  of  October 6 2020  by  Cornell Graduate  Dr. Anthony Fauci 
 
On Page 11 of my 27 November 2023 letter  to Cornell Board of Trustees Chairman Mr. Kraig 
Kayser,  I asserted that the  “perfect nightmare”  described by Dr. Fauci was in-truth the following : 
 
 “ . . . precisely what the COVID-19 Crime Syndicate had already bioengineered 
under a laundered contract to the Wuhan Institute of Virology in China.” 
 
Two months after my written assertion, The Epoch Times issued a report on 24 January 2024 : 
 

“New FOIA Documents Reveal That 2018 Wuhan Lab Blueprint 
for Making Virus Perfectly Matches Covid” 

 

 
 

“Every single time that new documents have been unveiled in this four-year COVID 
origins saga they always point in the direction of a lab origin.  We have never seen 
any documents released, or new information come forward, that has pointed in the 
opposite direction.  Never!  If this were a court of law, the jury would come back in 
two milliseconds with a guilty verdict; it is just that damning! 
 

What makes this new document release so powerful, is that the documents show, in 
great detail, how the Wuhan Lab and Peter Daszak’s EcoHealth Alliance; the group 
through which Fauci funded the Wuhan lab, had a blueprint for making COVID in a 
lab, and that-that blueprint perfectly matches COVID.” 

 
We address a conundrum created by a criminal: Pfizer CEO Mr. Albert Bourla.  EU Parliament 
Member Mr. Cristian-Vasile Terheș is confronted by revelation of a criminal reality : 
 

“They submitted a clinical trial that started on January 14, 2020!  How is that possible?!” 

https://rumble.com/v49csgh-anthony-fauci-cornell-university-medical-degree-revocation-demand.html
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Pfizer Admits Clinical Trials had Begun PRIOR to Release of “The China Virus” 
 
At the 11 October 2022 EU Parliament conference, MEP Mr. Cristian-Vasile Terheș of Romania 
complained that Pfizer CEO Mr. Albert Bourla refused to testify about a “logical question.”  
 

“How is that possible?!” 
 

 
 

“ Everyone is avoiding these, I would say, logical questions.  There is another issue.  A year ago,  
I requested them (Pfizer)  to submit some details and data to me, because I wanted to have an 
informed decision, I will say, when I voted in favor or against the ‘Green Certificate.’  And one of 
the questions I asked was, to send me all trials, the tests, the clinical trials that all these medical 
companies had done, either in animals or in humans before they requested the marketing 
authorization (for the COVID vaccine).  
 

So, in the case of Pfizer, here is something interesting.  When they submitted the information and 
the clinical trials to Pfizer; here is all the tests, that they submitted along with their request. 
 

They submitted a clinical trial that started on January 14, 2020! 
 

I asked yesterday, the representative of Pfizer, and she declined to answer, how is it 
possible, that we, the world, found out in December 2019 that there is a COVID or 
coronavirus, as it is called, in China, December of 2019?  On January the 11th  the Chinese 
government released the DNA data, or a segment of it, to the public and three days later, 
Pfizer already started the tests for the vaccine.  How is that possible?! 
 

She did not answer.” 
--------- 

The comprehensive answer :  Mr. Albert Bourla, Dr. Anthony Fauci, and Ms. Martha Pollack 
are all premier members of the globally coordinated COVID-19 Crime Syndicate. 

https://rumble.com/v484pbc-covid-19-needle-is-not-in-response-to-the-sars-cov-2-but-the-exact-opposite.html
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Cornell Admits that modRNA “Vaccine” was in Development for “Decades” ! 
 
There was no “warp” speed : “the COVID-19 “vaccine” was not created in response to the 
SARS-CoV-2 virus, but the exact opposite.”   The conundrum that confronted the EU Parliament 
was indicated on 5 April 2021 by Cornell University Professor of Immunology Dr. Cynthia Leifer : 
 

 
 

“What you need to know is that scientists have been working on these coronavirus 
vaccines for decades. We learned a lot about coronaviruses from our experience 
with SARS. And so we used that information to make these vaccines as well.” 
 
A liar-by-omission, Leifer’s early 2021 use of the term “vaccine” is a lie.  She was aware that the 
needles contained a  never-before-used-on-humans  modRNA contraption . . . a contraption so 
dangerous that the Pfizer “trial” conducted in 2020, leading to the FDA EUA, was necessarily a 
“straight to humans” protocol.   As was well-known to Dr. Leifer, the animal trials never happened.  
Her “safe” needles contained a contraption that has failed miserably . . . and predictably : 
 

 

https://www.cornell.edu/video/covid-19-vaccine-safety-cornell-experts-answer-questions
https://www.theepochtimes.com/health/for-every-life-saved-mrna-vaccines-caused-nearly-14-times-more-deaths-study-5579794?ea_src=ai_recommender&ea_med=desktop_health
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Brutalizing Veracity of this Review  –  Conclusions and Predictions 
 
1. The politically convenient hype and diversionary deceptions by 2024 presidential candidate 

Donald Trump, that COVID-19 was caused by “the China virus,”  is no longer legally or 
diplomatically tolerable by the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) . . . or the voters of the US. 
 

This is especially true since during all relevant times,  the “errand boy” that was in 
service to this entire COVID-19 Crime Syndicate, and its exact opposite conspiracy, 
was a high profile member of the Trump Administration : Dr. Anthony Fauci : 
 

 
 

               

https://www.amazon.com/Truth-about-Wuhan-Uncovered-Biggest-ebook/dp/B09T545W1H/ref=pd_ci_mcx_mh_mcx_views_0?pd_rd_w=RsrZP&content-id=amzn1.sym.225b4624-972d-4629-9040-f1bf9923dd95:amzn1.symc.40e6a10e-cbc4-4fa5-81e3-4435ff64d03b&pf_rd_p=225b4624-972d-4629-9040-f1bf9923dd95&pf_rd_r=2VJCJWD8541V1D5VPCNP&pd_rd_wg=wz8ep&pd_rd_r=d24c0888-c796-44dd-8577-8d2f80bb2bcf&pd_rd_i=B09T545W1H
https://www.pvsheridan.com/157687_2023_Jenny_Golden_et_al_v_Jenny_Golden_et_al_SUMMONS___COMPLAINT_1.pdf
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Brutalizing Veracity of this Review  –  Conclusions and Predictions 
 
2. In response to this increasingly intolerable situation, an upcoming CCP release of Wuhan 

Laboratory of Virology documents that are connected/connectable to the criminal activities of 
EcoHealth Alliance, Dr. Anthony Fauci, Pfizer, the CIA, the DoD, the CDC, the FDA, et al ; will 
reduce previous US FOIA releases to legal and reputational trivia by comparison. 
 

 
 
3. Ongoing lawsuits will  further  ensnare Cornell medical degree holder Dr. Anthony Fauci.  

These and anticipated legal developments will compel Cornell University to act affirmatively 
upon my degree revocation demand against Dr. Fauci.   My revocation demand is specified 
in my letters of 27 November 2023 and 22 January 2024 to Cornell University Board of Trustees 
Chairman Mr. Kraig Kayser. 

 
4. The preponderance of  “willful misconduct” was already evident at the FDA EUA meeting of  

10 December 2020.  Subsequent evidence, partially outlined by this Review, compounds said 
evidence to overwhelming.  It was no surprise that the US House and US Senate exempted 
themselves from vaccine “mandates,” while shamelessly presiding over  thee underbelly  of 
the COVID-19 Crime Syndicate: LIABILITY IMMUNITY. 
 

LIABILITY IMMUNITY is a provision deeply enjoyed by Pfizer CEO Albert Bourla and his ilk.   
Without Congressional rescinding of  LIABILITY IMMUNITY, retroactive to 11 December 2020;  
the probability of another Ms. Jummai Nache tragedy is 100%   (PLEASE SEE EXHIBIT 2). 

https://www.pvsheridan.com/157687_2023_Jenny_Golden_et_al_v_Jenny_Golden_et_al_SUMMONS___COMPLAINT_1.pdf

